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Abstract: In this paper we first test whether there is statistical support for a
transitivity hierarchy viewed as an implicational hierarchy. To that end we
construct data-driven transitivity hierarchies of two-place verb meanings based
on the Valency Patterns Leipzig (ValPaL) database using Guttman scaling. We
look at how well the hierarchies conform to strict scalarity (one-dimensionality)
and, through matrix randomization, test whether their strengths are significant.
We then go on to construct slightly different hierarchies based on simple counts
of instances of two-participant coding frames for a given verb meaning across
languages, rather than through the Guttman scaling procedure, which yields
less resolution and is not designed for missing data. Finally, we assess whether
the members of the hierarchies fall into semantic verb classes. The concluding
section summarizes the results.
Keywords: transitivity hierarchy of two-place verb meanings, implicational hier-
archies, Guttman scaling, matrix randomization, semantic verb classes, Valency
Patterns Leipzig database
1 Introduction
Implicational hierarchies, a basic tool of linguistic typology since the 1960s and
1970s (cf. Greenberg 1963; Berlin and Kay 1969; Silverstein 1976; Keenan and
Comrie 1977), have lately been partly challenged on various grounds (cf. Cysouw
2003; but also the ensuing discussion: Dryer 2003; Plank 2003). One of the main
questions that have been raised is whether the putative implicational nature of
these hierarchies has to be understood in absolute terms or in statistical terms
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only. If one takes the latter approach it is clear that some innovations are needed
regarding statistical methods for the specific task at hand. A major first attempt
at checking the statistical strength of linguistic implicational hierarchies is
Wichmann (2016). This was followed up by the introduction of a significance
test in Wichmann (2015) (written after the 2016 publication).
In the present paper, based on a further development of the methodology of
Wichmann (2015), we attempt to test the “hierarchy of two-place predicates”1
(Tsunoda 2015) – also called the “verb-type hierarchy” (Tsunoda 1981), the
“transitivity scale of two-place predicates” (Tsunoda 1985), the “Transitivity
Hierarchy” (Malchukov 2015), or the “ranking of transitivity-prominence”
(Haspelmath 2015). Our aim is to investigate whether there are solid statistical
grounds for maintaining some previously proposed version of that hierarchy or a
similar one. The data we use for testing the hierarchy are from the database of
the Valency Patterns Leipzig (ValPaL) project (Hartmann et al. 2013), available
online at http://valpal.info/.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the hierarchy
at issue and its different versions. Section 3 presents our goals and methodology
and discusses some of the difficulties relating to this endeavor. Section 4
provides results of Guttman scaling and tests for significance. It also provides
rankings of two-place verb meanings in the database based on counts of
instances of two-participant coding frames for a given verb meaning, and dis-
cusses the degree to which ranks are isomorphic with semantic classes. Section 5
summarizes and offers perspectives for further research.
2 The hierarchy of two-place verb meanings
2.1 Tsunoda’s hierarchy
As is well known, the “hierarchy of two-place predicates” or the “transitivity
scale of two-place predicates”, first introduced by Tsunoda (1981) as the “verb-
type hierarchy”, is a seminal attempt to capture the notion of prototypical
1 Tsunoda (2015) uses the term ‘predicates’ to refer to what we will be calling ‘verb meanings’, i.e.
cross-linguistic comparison meanings which are very often expressed as verbs in most languages
but which may occasionally also appear as adjectives or even nouns. Verb meanings will be
written in small capitals in the present paper. The terms ‘verb’ and (infrequently) ‘predicate’ will
be used here only to refer to items of specific languages; the former when it is an actual verb, the
latter more generally. As for the term ‘two-place’ (alternatively, ‘two-participant’), see discussion
in Section 3.3.
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transitivity in relation to semantic verb classes. Based on a small cross-linguistic
study of two-place verb meanings (mainly from ergative languages), Tsunoda
proposed a hierarchy of semantic verb classes where the prototypical transitive
verbs (those which most typically take a transitive case frame) were at the left
end of the scale, and “as we go down the scale, transitive case frames are less
likely to occur” (Tsunoda 1985: 390). Although Tsunoda, as far as we know,
never described his hierarchy using the word “implicational”, it is usually
interpreted in this way (e.g. Levin 2006: 6; Haspelmath 2015: 142). The most
recent version of the hierarchy (Tsunoda 1985 and Tsunoda 2015) is reproduced
in (1).
(1) Tsunoda’s “transitivity scale of two-place predicates” (Tsunoda 1985: 388)
1. Direct effect on patient > 2. Perception > 3. Pursuit > 4. Knowledge >
5. Feeling > 6. Relationship > 7. Ability
Tsunoda (1985) also introduced two subtypes within two of his verb classes: the
first class of ‘direct effect on patient’ was further divided into the subtypes 1A
(resultative) and 1B (non-resultative); and the second class of ‘perception’ was
split into the subtype 2A (‘patient more attained’) and the subtype 2B (‘patient less
attained’). The ‘predicates’ (‘verb meanings’ in our terminology; see note 2) offered
by Tsunoda as illustrative of each of the classes distinguished are given in (2).
(2) Tsunoda’s exemplar ‘predicates’ for each semantic class (Tsunoda 1985:
388)
1A: KILL, BREAK, BEND
1B: HIT, SHOOT, KICK, (EAT)2
2A: SEE, HEAR, FIND
2B: LISTEN, LOOK
3: SEARCH, WAIT, AWAIT
4: KNOW, UNDERSTAND, REMEMBER, FORGET
5: LOVE, LIKE, WANT, NEED, FOND, FEAR, AFRAID, ANGRY, PROUD, BOAST
6: POSSESS, HAVE, LACK, LACKING, RESEMBLE, SIMILAR, CORRESPOND,
CONSIST
7: CAPABLE, PROFICIENT, GOOD
Tsunoda’s hierarchy has been appreciated as a fundamental contribution. Yet, a
number of problems have also been pointed out (cf. Malchukov 2005: 75–77 for a
2 The verb-meaning EAT does not appear in Tsunoda (2015: 1576), i.e. the final revision of
Tsunoda (1985: 388).
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summary). There has been some doubt about the implicational character of the
hierarchy (cf. Lazard 1998: 60). In addition, it would seem that the division into
subtypes within two classes of the scale disrupts the general hierarchy and
complicates its testing. Perhaps most importantly, several scholars have pointed
out that Tsunoda’s hierarchy actually conflates different semantic dimensions
(cf. Lehmann 1991: 234).
2.2 Malchukov’s (2005) amendment
Malchukov (2005) proposed to revise Tsunoda’s hierarchy by dividing it into
two independent sub-hierarchies. The new version, which he called the “two-
dimensional verb type hierarchy” is given in (3).
(3) The “two-dimensional verb type hierarchy” of Malchukov (2005: 81)
2.3 Haspelmath’s (2015) testing
Based on the cross-linguistic database of the ValPaL project, Haspelmath (2015)
arrived at a data-driven transitivity hierarchy of verb meanings that is cross-
linguistically representative. He based his hierarchy on the concept of “transi-
tivity prominence” of verb meanings, i.e. the percentage of transitively encoded
verbs among all counterpart verbs, where transitive encoding is defined as using
the same coding frame as that of the verb BREAK in the language at hand.
Additionally, he compared his transitivity hierarchy with Tsunoda’s and
Malchukov’s proposals, which were based on a more restricted set of data as
well as on intuition. His conclusion was the following (2015: 144):
My cross-linguistic study of transitivity prominence has largely confirmed the earlier
studies by Tsunoda (1985) and Malchukov (2005) […]. While these studies were formulated
in terms of implicational scales, I studied transitivity prominence purely quantitatively and
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found decreasing transitivity prominence in the series ‘break’, ‘hit’, ‘see’, ‘search for’,
‘know’, ‘like’ and ‘look at’.
3 Goals and methodology
3.1 General goals
The present paper has five main goals and steps. In a first step, we set out to
construct a data-driven matrix of transitive coding for two-place verb meanings.
Like Haspelmath (2015), we take our data from the ValPaL database. Once we
have created a transitivity matrix of verb meanings that goes at least some way
towards being cross-linguistically representative (but see Sections 3.2 and 3.7
below for some concerns even with these data), we will be able to produce and
test new hierarchies of transitivity.
Secondly, besides constructing a matrix of transitive coding, we want to also
take a look at the non-transitive two-place codings in the ValPaL database, in
order to see whether hierarchies for these other coding frames can be estab-
lished. To that end, we propose three operational non-transitive coding classes
(see Section 3.5), and create one matrix for each of them. These three new
matrices should help us to improve our understanding of the behavior of non-
transitive two-place codings.
The third step of this paper, and a major motivation behind it, is to test
statistically whether the matrices of two-place verb meanings constructed from
the ValPaL significantly abide by the criterion of scalarity. Scalarity of a dataset
is the same as its degree of one-dimensionality, which is the extent to which the
dataset conforms to an implicational hierarchy. Rather than hoping for the
hierarchies to be exceptionless, as in the mindset of some typologists, we
actually expect to encounter exceptions. Nevertheless, after measuring the
amount of exceptions we may still see strong hierarchies, something which
requires a significance test to make sure that the patterns represented by these
hierarchies are real and not due to chance. In carrying out the statistical testing,
we follow the methodology in Wichmann (2015) but with some crucial improve-
ments regarding how missing data are handled. These improvements allow for
investing more confidence in the significance test used in this paper than in the
one used in Wichmann (2015). Our approach is described in Section 3.6 below.
Fourthly, in addition to testing our four matrices for scalarity, we also want
to construct four hierarchies based on simple counts of instances and percen-
tages, rather than through the less transparent scaling procedure. As mentioned
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in Section 2.3 above, this task has been previously carried out by Haspelmath
(2015), but only for the case of transitive coding and not for non-transitive
codings. Thus, while we do not expect to add much regarding the transitive-
coding hierarchy, the results for the other three hierarchies will represent
completely novel contributions.
Finally, since the verb hierarchies proposed in the literature (at least until
the studies based on the ValPaL data) were grounded on semantic verb classes
(see (1) and (3) above), we want to test whether a hierarchy would be arranged
on the basis of verb classes rather than just being a line-up of individual verbs
with no discernable associations between specific semantic patterns and differ-
ent sections of the hierarchy. The same goal is also pursued by Haspelmath
(2015: 142–144). However, Haspelmath mainly focuses on prototypical members
of each semantic class.
3.2 The ValPaL data
The data used here represent a subset of the ValPaL database (Hartmann et al.
2013: http://valpal.info) selected for the purpose of investigating two-participant
predicates (see Section 3.3 for discussion), normally verbs. The ValPaL database
provides data on valency patterns for a selected sample of 80 verb meanings
from 36 languages around the world.3 This project represents a tremendous
effort towards increasing our understanding of basic coding frames (i.e. basic
case-marking and agreement; for these terms, see Section 3.4) and of alterna-
tions, for different verb meanings and across languages. The authors acknowl-
edge that “our 3[6] languages do not give a satisfactory picture of world-wide
diversity” and that “in the case of verb meanings we do not know how to even
address the issue of representativeness, other than by intuition” (Haspelmath
2015: 134). Yet, on the whole, the ValPaL database constitutes a crucial improve-
ment regarding data on valency patterns and, moreover, is an extremely helpful
tool for cross-linguistic comparison.
In this study, we have used data on basic coding frames only, and our
contribution is thus complementary to those of Wichmann (2015, 2016), who
3 Ainu, Balinese, Bezhta, Bora, Chintang, Eastern Armenian, Emai, English, Even, Evenki,
German, Hokkaido Japanese, Hoocąk, Icelandic, Italian, Jakarta Indonesian, Jaminjung,
Japanese (standard), Ket, Korean, Mandarin Chinese, Mandinka, Mapudungun, Mitsukaido
Japanese, Modern Standard Arabic, Nen, N||ng, Ojibwe, Russian, Sliammon, Sri Lanka Malay,
Xârâcùù, Yaqui, Yorùbá, Yucatec Maya, Zenzontepec Chatino.
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looked at implicational verb hierarchies as derived from data on alternations and
did not take into account basic coding frames. Here we draw upon information
regarding basic two-place uses of verbs, selecting data from the database on verbs
that are typically coded with two participants. In other words, instances of verbs
that in a given language take as their basic coding one participant have been
excluded from this study, and those taking three participants have been included
only when the third participant is optional. In addition, we have applied the
criterion that every verb meaning to be considered should be represented in at
least half of the languages of the sample (for discussion on missing data, see
Section 3.5 below). This selection procedure resulted in a list of 38 verb meanings
which, within the limitations of the ValPal dataset, can be considered the most
typical two-place verb meanings across languages. Thus, tables consisting of data
on the 38 selected verb meanings across the 36 languages represented constitute
the database used for this study, both for constructing new data-driven hierar-
chies of two-place verb meanings and for statistical tests.4
3.3 Terminology: “two-place” and “bivalent”
The notions of “two-place” and “bivalent” as used of a verb instantiating a
given verb meaning are important to this work, but not entirely unproblema-
tical. The term “bivalent” is obviously related to “valency”. Thus, for using
the former term we would need a clear definition of the latter, which would
imply a clear-cut distinction between arguments and adjuncts. Unfortunately,
as many linguists (including the ValPaL editors) acknowledge, we do not
have good definitions of “valency” or “argument” that would be valid for
all cases. Haspelmath and Hartmann (2015: 50) argue that “locational phrases
and instrument nominals are hard to classify uniquely as arguments or
adjuncts. […] Thus, for quite a few cases we did not have a unique way of
distinguishing between arguments and adjuncts, and the ValPaL database is
therefore not consistent in this regard. […] As a result, the number of argu-
ments is not a kind of information that should be taken as important for cross-
linguistic comparison” (see further contributions to Wichmann 2014 concern-
ing problems with the argument / adjunct distinction).
Consequently, in this work we use the term “two-place” (alternatively “two-
participant”) instead of “bivalent” for the verbs instantiating the verb meanings
under examination. The term “two-place” (employed by Tsunoda among others)
4 These tables along with the software developed for this paper can be accessed at https://github.
com/Sokiwi/Guttman.
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is meant here to be neutral regarding the analysis of the verbal frame in terms of
arguments and adjuncts. In other words, a two-place verb in a given language is
one which is typically framed with two participants, regardless of whether those
participants should be analyzed as arguments or adjuncts. Therefore, although it
seems true that the number of arguments may not be taken as “important for
cross-linguistic comparison” (Haspelmath and Hartmann 2015: 50), the ValPaL
database proves that (either based on intuition or on frequency of use) the
number of participants is a variable that can be employed for comparison across
languages, as we try to do in the present paper. See, nevertheless, more discus-
sion on the issue of “three-place verbs” in Section 4.2 below.
3.4 Coding classes: Initial practical assumptions
and examples
The ValPaL data on basic coding frames are language-specific. Therefore, out
of all the language-specific coding frames, we have proposed a few clusters
and have arrived at four cross-linguistic coding classes, which we consider to
be representative of coding frames across languages (see more on this issue in
Section 3.5). The first step in the process of arriving at the four classes is to
propose a working definition of “transitive coding” which can be applied to
each of the languages in the database and which can also be used cross-
linguistically, as a “comparative concept”. Our working definition of transitive
coding is the one in Haspelmath (2015): A given verb in a given language is
coded as transitive if it has two participants that are coded like the two main
arguments of the prototypical transitive verb BREAK. As is customary, we can
label the two arguments in a transitive coding frame A and P (from Agent and
Patient, respectively). A and P are formal coding types which can readily be
identified in each language according to the specific coding devices of that
given language. This identification process is illustrated below through a few
examples.
The main coding devices in any language are, following the terminology
adopted in the ValPaL project, “flagging resources” (case or adpositional mark-
ing) and “indexing resources” (bound person marking on the verb). To these,
“ordering resources” can be added, although word order is not as productive
(as the main coding device) across languages. Thus, identifying which verbs
have and do not have transitive coding in a given language is straightforward in
most cases.
The simplest case is one in which a language makes general use of flagging
resources. This is illustrated by the Icelandic examples in (4–7).
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(4) ICELANDIC (Barðdal 2013)
Strákur-inn braut rúðu-na með steini
boy-the.NOM broke.NOM3SG glass-the.ACC with stone.DAT
“The boy broke the window with a stone.”
A prototypical transitive verb, e.g. brjóta ‘break’ in (4), codes its two main
participants with the nominative (NOM) and accusative (ACC) cases, which
correspond respectively to the micro-roles of “breaker” (A argument) and “bro-
ken thing” (P argument). The coding frame schema that the ValPaL presents for
brjóta ‘break’ in Icelandic is the following: 1-NOM V.agr[1] 2-ACC (með+3-DAT).
(Note that in addition there is nominative agreement – indexing – on the verb.
Note also that the third participant, corresponding to the “breaking instrument”
micro-role, appears in parentheses, indicating optionality). Consequently, the
verb elta ‘follow’ in (5), which shows the same frame as brjóta ‘break’, also has
transitive coding.
(5) ICELANDIC (Barðdal 2013)
Drengir-nir eltu stelpur-nar
boys-the.NOM followed.NOM3PL girls-the.ACC
“The boys followed the girls.”
However, the verb fylgja ‘follow, accompany’ in (6) does not have transitive
coding, because it does not show the same frame as brjóta ‘break’.
(6) ICELANDIC (Barðdal 2013)
Drengir-nir fylgdu stelpu-num
boys-the.NOM followed.NOM3PL girls-the.DAT
“The boys accompanied the girls.”
A coding that is not transitive either but differs from the pattern in (6) is shown
in (7).
(7) ICELANDIC (Barðdal 2013)
Strák-num líkaði nýja leikfang-ið sitt
boy-the.DAT liked.NOM3SG new.NOM toy-the.NOM his.NOM
“The boy liked his new toy.”
The difference between the coding frames in (6) and (7) is that in the former the
participant with the micro-role of “follower” (a proto-agent) is coded in the NOM
case and the participant with the micro-role of “followee” (a proto-patient) is
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coded as DAT, while in (7) the “liker” (a proto-agent) is coded as DAT and the
“liked entity” (a proto-patient) is coded in the NOM case. (See more discussion
on our coding frame classes in 3.5 below).
If a given language does not make use of flagging resources for marking its
core participants, the identification of coding frames is based on indexing
resources (and possibly on ordering resources). This is illustrated with the
Yucatec Maya head-marking examples in (8–9), where CMPL stands for “com-
pletive status”, and D2 is a deictic enclitic.
(8) YUCATEC MAYA (Lehmann 2013)
T-u pa’-ah-Ø kalomk’iin le xibpal
PRFV-SBJ3 break-CMPL-OBJ3 window DEM boy
yéetel tuunich-o’
with stone-D2
“The boy broke the window with a stone.”
The prototypical transitive verb pa’ ‘break’ in (8) encodes its two main partici-
pants by means of indexing (agreement in the verbal complex). The coding
frame schema presented in the ValPaL data for the Yucatec Maya pa’ ‘break’
verb is the following: Sbj[1].V.obj[2] 2 1 (yéetel+3). Note that, as in Icelandic, the
third participant, corresponding to the “breaking instrument” micro-role,
appears in parenthesis, indicating optionality. From the pattern of the verb pa’
‘break’, then, we can see that the verb w-áant ‘help’ in (9), for instance, also has
transitive coding.
(9) YUCATEC MAYA (Lehmann 2013)
T-in wáant-ah-Ø le xibpal-o’b-o’
PRFV-SBJ1SG help-CMPL-OBJ3 DEM boy-PL-D2
“I helped the boys.”
Notice that the third participant in (8) is coded by means of a prepositional
flagging resource. Indeed, all the languages in the database without flagging of
core participants have at least some flagging resource for the marking of non-core
participants. (See more on the coding of head-marking languages in Section 3.5).
3.5 Coding classes: Non-transitive coding
In an attempt to go beyond the study of transitive coding, we have also
examined the non-transitive basic coding frames of the two-place verb meanings
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in the database. On the basis of the ValPal data at hand and also spurred by
previous proposals (cf. Malchukov 2005), we have grouped all the language-
specific non-transitive coding frames in three coding classes or macro-classes
(each with its associated matrix). Thus, all in all, we have arrived at a four-way
classification of two-place verb meanings. To arrive there, it was necessary to
take some operational (partly subjective) decisions and to create new compara-
tive concepts. Together with the transitive coding-class, which we have termed
1–2 (canonical coding), we found evidence for creating not just two new classes
which depart from transitive coding, 1–3 (oblique-object coding) and 3–1
(inverted coding5) in our terminology, but also a third class termed 1–3LOC
(locative-object coding).6 In what follows we discuss the rationale behind this
four-way classification – especially the one behind the distinction between 1–3
and 1–3LOC – and the practical implementations of this procedure.
A central assumption behind our classification is that we may create a
comparative concept around the dative (DAT) case (cf. Haspelmath 2003: 213).
Ideally, we want to make this cross-linguistic DAT-like coding correlate with our
label 3. Thus, in a 1–3 coding frame, the proto-patient participant is coded in a
DAT-like way; and in a 3–1 coding frame it is the proto-agent participant which
is coded in a DAT-like way. The ValPaL two-place examples where the proto-
agent participant is non-canonically coded are few and in most cases can readily
be assimilated to a 3–1 pattern. Because of the scarcity of examples, we have
been as generous as possible when accepting a given coding frame into the 3–1
class: any non-canonical encoding of the proto-agent was sufficient for a verb to
be assigned to 3–1.7 However, the two-place examples where it is the other
participant which is non-canonically coded are much more numerous and very
heterogenous. This is the rationale for establishing a 1–3LOC class. We distin-
guished between coding devices that could be assimilated to DAT, assigning the
5 For this term and the notion underlying it, see Bossong (1998).
6 The approach of Say (2014) to the definition of coding classes bears some similarities to ours.
In cases of non-canonical two-place coding classes this author looks for the element carrying
the non-canonical case marker, the so-called “locus of non-transitivity”, and classifies the
coding frame according to whether it is the semantic agent or patient which is encoded in a
non-canonical way. Since only a few examples are presented, we cannot compare our
approaches in detail. On a general level, it deserves mentioning that Say (2014) does not deal
with instances that would belong in our 1–3LOC class.
7 The following are the specific coding frames that we included in our inverted coding class
(3–1): DAT-NOM in German, Icelandic, Japanese (standard) and perhaps in Ket; experiencer
(EXP)-NOM and EXP-ACC in Mitsukaido Japanese; a +NP-NOM in Italian; lative (LAT)-ABS in
Bezhta; and DAT-ACC in Sri Lanka Malay. To these we added a few NOM-NOM frames (see the
text).
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corresponding verbs to the 1–3 class, and coding devices that could not be
assimilated to DAT. The latter were then included in the 1–3LOC class. A guiding
principle was that cases of ‘recipient’ + ‘motion to’ received the 3 label, whereas
cases of ‘location at’ + ‘motion from’ received the 3LOC label.
Throughout the whole procedure, we have crucially relied on the basic two-
participant coding frames as presented in the ValPaL project for each language
examined. If a given language had a DAT case (labeled as such in the ValPaL
database),8 then a two-participant basic coding frame of the type 1-DAT was
included in our 1–3 (oblique-object) macro-class. Yet, if for whatever reasons, a
given language did not have a DAT case in the database, then we looked for
coding frames with case-markers or adpositions that could be assimilated to
datives, chiefly including allatives (motion to),9 in order to also assign them to
the oblique-object macro-class.
Thus, the ValPaL data have been particularly helpful for discriminating
between what we have called “obliques” and “locatives”. In most instances,
the basic two-place coding frames that each language shows in the ValPaL
database can be assigned to one of our four macro-classes with relative ease.
In many cases, the ValPaL data give a language-specific label “loc” or “LOC” to
refer to either one particular case-marker or adposition (loc), or more generally
to various case-markers or adpositions of locative meaning (LOC).10 In all those
instances, following the ValPaL data, we have included the corresponding verbs
in our 1–3LOC macro-class. In addition, language-particular case-markers or
adpositions which specifically show static location or ablative (motion from)
meanings have also been included in our 1–3LOC macro-class. Conversely, case-
markers or adpositions that convey allative or a similar meaning (provided they
are not included in the database with a LOC label) have been assigned to our 1–3
macro-class. (Other, more uncommon, instances of case-markers or adpositions
8 The following languages show a DAT case in the ValPaL database: Even, Evenki, German,
Hokkaido Japanese, Icelandic, Jaminjung, Japanese (standard), Ket, Korean, Mitsukaido
Japanese, Nen, N||ng, Russian, and Sri Lanka Malay. That is, 14 languages out of 36.
9 Other grammatical means of conveying DAT meaning readily come to mind; e.g. serial verb
constructions and applicatives. These are rare in the database, however, and in any event they
do not disturb our strategy of looking for case-markers or adpositions that can be assimilated to
DAT.
10 The following languages show a LOC or loc label in the ValPaL database: Ainu, Bezhta, Bora
(loc/instr), Chintang, Eastern Armenian, English, Even, Evenki, German, Hoocak, Icelandic,
Italian, Jakarta Indonesian, Jaminjung, Japanese (standard), Ket, Korean, Mandinka, Mitsukaido
Japanese (loc/com), Modern Standard Arabic, Nen, Ojibwe, Russian, Sri Lanka Malay, Xârâcùù,
Yaqui, Yoruba, Yucatec Maya, and Zenzontepec Chatino. This makes for a total of 29 languages
out of 36.
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were considered on an individual basis. Most instrumentals and genitives were
assigned to the 1–3 macro-class). We have found a few instances where this
practice may be somewhat doubtful. Nevertheless, we have followed the ValPaL
data.
The Ket language (Yeniseic, Siberia) can serve to illustrate the above prac-
tical implementation, as well as our decisions regarding head-marking lan-
guages. This language has clause-level head-marking for arguments (i.e.
indexing, verb agreement) and case-markers and postpositions for non-argu-
ments. The ValPaL data for the basic two-participant coding frames in Ket show
the following picture. Besides the transitive class (1–2), with indexing on the
verb for subjects and objects, which has twenty verb meanings in it, eight more
basic two-participant coding frames appear, all of them with only between one
and four verb meanings. We left aside the two coding frames containing only the
verbs for MEET and SING, because they show a rather idiosyncratic behavior
(reciprocal and unergative, respectively). Thus, we had six basic coding frames
to classify and proceeded to make decisions on macro-class assignment on a
case-by-case basis. The first of these coding frames (containing the verbs for
FEAR, LEAVE and SMELL) shows an ABL case-marked second participant. The
second coding frame (with GO, LIVE, SIT and SIT DOWN) has a second participant
labeled LOC in the database. The verbs in these two coding frames were
assigned to the 1–3LOC macro-class. The third coding frame (with FOLLOW and
KNOW) has two unmarked participants, only the first of which is indexed on the
verb. The fourth frame (SEARCH FOR and THINK) has a second participant in the
adessive case. The fifth frame (LIKE11 and SHOUT AT) has a second participant in
the DAT case. Finally, the sixth frame (LOOK AT) has a second participant with
the postposition towards. The verbs in these four coding frames were assigned to
the 1–3 macro-class.12
Ket can also illustrate one of the issues that the above practice may present.
Within the label LOC in the ValPaL data of two-participant coding frames for
Ket, there is actually more than one case-marker. One of them (the one used with
11 According to the micro-roles and the examples given for LIKE in Ket, it seems to be the first
participant that appears in the DAT case. Thus, it seems that this verb should actually belong to
the inverted (3–1) class.
12 It is difficult to formulate general principles for macro-class assignment covering all con-
structions in all languages, especially when it comes to the kinds of idiosyncrasies that Ket is so
rich in. Thus, different researchers might sometimes make different choices. An anonymous
reviewer noted that s/he would prefer to assign the fourth frame, where the second participant
is in the adessive case, to the 1–3LOC macro-class since, according to Vajda (2004: 27), adessive
case in Ket denotes a static location with respect to (mostly animate) reference points. This is a
legitimate alternative to our 1–3 assignment; perhaps even a better choice.
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LIVE, SIT) conveys static location. Another one (used with GO, SIT DOWN)
expresses motion to. The problem that arises here is that the latter marker is
formally identical to the DAT marker. At any rate, since the ValPaL database
distinguishes two coding frames, one labeled 1-LOC and the other 1-DAT, we
have also distinguished between the two, and assigned the former to our 1–3LOC
macro-class and the latter to our 1–3.
The ValPaL data for English (a language more accessible to most readers)
also illustrate our procedure nicely, and show some of its possible shortcomings.
Besides the transitive (1–2) coding frame (to which 19 verb meanings pertain),
the English data show five more two-place coding frames. The first of these (for
APPEAR, CLIMB, FALL, FEEL PAIN, GO, LIVE, ROLL, and SIT) is labeled 1-LOC. Thus,
we included the verbs having this coding frame within our 1–3LOC macro-class.
The coding frames where the second participant is marked with the prepositions
about (THINK) and of (BE AFRAID) did not show clear criteria for being assigned
to either 1–3 or 1–3LOC.13 Nevertheless, we also decided to include them in our
1–3LOC macro-class. In contrast, the coding frames where the second participant
is marked with the prepositions at (LOOK AT, SHOUT AT) and to (LISTEN TO) were
assigned to our 1–3 macro-class. This choice was somewhat arbitrary, but since
the ValPaL database distinguishes between coding frames labeled 1-LOC, 1-at,
and 1-to, we chose to retain some of the discrimination by assigning the 1-LOC
cases to our 1–3LOC macro-class and the 1-at and 1-to cases to our 1–3 macro-
class. Needless to say, different choices of collapsing the three-way distinction
into a two-way distinction were available.
Finally, there are two difficult cases which may be worth mentioning, even if
they are represented by just a handful of examples, namely the few instances of
NOM-NOM and ABS-ABS coding frames. The former shows up in just 4 lan-
guages in the database (Hokkaido Japanese, Standard Japanese, Korean,
Mitsukaido Japanese) and only in relation to four verb meanings (FEAR, FEEL
PAIN, HEAR, LIKE). The latter is found in just 2 languages (Jaminjung, Nen) and
in connection with four verb meanings (COOK, EAT, KNOW, SHAVE). For conve-
nience, the NOM-NOM coding frame has been included in the inverted (3–1)
macro-class, and the ABS-ABS frame in the oblique-object (1–3) macro-class.
To sum up, our four-way classification of two-place verb meanings distin-
guishes: a) a transitive-coding class (1–2); b) an oblique-object class (1–3), where
the proto-patient participant is coded in an oblique way, typically including the
DAT case; c) a locative-object class (1–3LOC), where the proto-patient participant
is typically coded as LOC; and d) an inverted class (3–1), where it is the proto-
13 Note that these cases constitute a minority of all the cases at hand. Also, the most significant
verb meanings in the literature are seldom coded by means of minor coding frames.
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agent, rather than the proto-patient, that takes a non-canonical (often DAT)
marking.14
3.6 Methodology for statistical testing
As already stated, for the statistical testing of the degree of scalarity of our hier-
archies we followed Wichmann’s (2015) methodology, based on Guttman scaling.
From the table of 38 verb meanings and 36 languages, four matrices (with 1’s and
0’s) were constructed, one for each of the basic coding frame classes presented
above (which were called 1–2, 1–3, 1–3LOC and 3–1, respectively):
(a) 1–2: NOM-ACC, ERG-ABS, etc. (transitive coding)
(b) 1–3: NOM-DAT, NOM-OBL, ERG-OBL, ABS-OBL, etc. (oblique-object coding)
(c) 1–3LOC: NOM-LOC, ERG-LOC, ABS-LOC, etc. (locative-object coding)
(d) 3–1: DAT-NOM, OBL-NOM, OBL-ABS, etc. (inverted coding).
Following the Guttman scaling procedure the rows and columns of each
matrix with verb meanings as columns and languages as rows is rearranged
in a so-called “scalogram” where the cells with 1’s are gathered towards one
corner of the matrix (cf. Wichmann 2016 for an illustration and more expla-
nation). This is achieved by counting the number of 1’s in each row and
column and arranging the rows and columns such that the sums of 1’s
consistently decrease in both of the two dimensions when moving away
from the corner where the 1’s are gathered. Ideally there should now not be
any 0’s interspersed among the 1’s or the other way around. If that is the
case, the Guttman Coefficient (GC) is 100%. This coefficient decreases with
the number of deviations from complete scalarity. Each misplaced 1 or 0
counts as an error. The algorithm used seeks to minimize the number of
errors while maximizing the number of 1’s considered to not be errors. For
instance, given a sequence such as 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0, the algorithm takes steps
from left to right, counting the number of 1’s included and the number of
errors. Stopping at the first position will include a single 1 and there will be
14 As an anonymous reviewer points out, the four-way classification of coding classes is
founded on the combination of two different principles: meaning and formal coding. First,
the identification of the transitive class is based on verb meanings that are believed to
constitute the core of (semantic) transitivity. Once the transitive class is formally identified
within each language, the identification of the other three macro-patterns is based on language-
specific coding devices.
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two errors – the 1’s in position three and seven. Stopping at position two will
again include one 1 and there will now be three errors – the 0 in position two
and the 1’s in positions three and seven. The optimum in this case is to stop
at position three, counting two errors – the 0 in position two and the 1 in
position seven. In a sequence such as 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 stopping at position
one will result in no 1’s included and two errors – the 0 in position one and
the 1 in position three; stopping at position two will again result in no 1’s
included and three errors – the two 0’s in positions one and two and the 1 in
position 3; stopping at position three will result in one 1 included and two
errors – the 0’s in position one and two; this last choice is then the optimum.
In this process missing cells (NA’s) are simply ignored. For the purpose of
rank-ordering verb meanings missing cells are also ignored. For instance, in a
sequence such as 1 1 NA 1 0 1 0 0 the algorithm chooses position six as the
optimum, with one error – the 0 in position five and four 1’s included. The
verb meaning would then receive a score of 4 for the purpose of ranking. It is
not clear whether this is the best choice of dealing with missing data for the
purpose of rank-ordering, but it is at least simple. To calculate the Guttman
Coefficient the total number of errors is divided by the number of filled cells,
expressing this as a percentage and finally subtracting it from 100%
(Wichmann 2015: 157). The GC is thus a simple first measure of scalarity. A
scalogram can be constructed relatively easily by hand, but we have a revised
version of the program in Wichmann (2015), provided along with this paper,15
which secures replicability. This program also computes a GC and outputs a
scale, in this case of verb meanings.
Next, a significance test applying matrix randomization (cf. Janssen et al.
2006) was applied, following Wichmann (2015: 159), with some improvement. As
in Wichmann (2015), we randomize the matrix 9,999 times without changing the
sums of 1’s in each row and column, compute the GC for each randomized
version, and let the proportion of cases where the GC is equal to or higher than
GC of the original matrix represent our p-value. Thus, the p-value is the prob-
ability of obtaining the given GC (or higher) by chance. Conventionally, p < 0.05
is considered significant.
For randomization the function permatfull of R’s vegan package is used
(Oksanen et al. 2011). A problem here is that this function cannot be applied
in cases of missing values (empty cells). Empty cells occur when a specific
verb is lacking in a given language, when a verb is basically coded as one-
place or as trivalent (three-place) in a specific language, or for other reasons.
15 R functions written for this paper are available at https://github.com/Sokiwi/Guttman.
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In order to make randomization possible the empty cells must be filled
(imputed) with 0’s and 1’s in some sensible way. Although recognizing that
this was a far from adequate solution, the take on the problem of Wichmann
(2015: 162) was to make two matrices where all empty cells were filled by
respectively 0’s and 1’s, run the significance test on both, and then make the
assumption that if the GC was significant in both cases it should also be
significant for the original matrix with missing cells. Here we improve on the
method of imputation as follows. The basic idea is to impute 0’s and 1’s such
that the new matrix has a GC as close as possible to the original one (GCorig).
The R program written for this goes to each missing cell, first puts in a 0 and
then a 1 and choses the value that results in a GC closest to GCorig. This is
first done columnwise and then rowwise. The matrix with the GC closest to
GCorig is then selected for further refinement. In our experience, the GC will
already differ from GCorig by less than 0.1% at this point. Nevertheless, the
matrix is further improved by randomly selecting a cell that was previously
empty, changing the 0 to 1 or the other way around, accepting the edit if the
difference between the new GC and GCorig diminishes or discarding it when
the difference does not diminish. This is tried until the new GC and GCorig
are identical or until a large number of trials, N, have been carried out
leaving little hope that the imputed matrix will ever get exactly the same
GC as GCorig. We used N = 10,000. In the end the differences between GCs for
imputed matrices and GCorig ranged between 0 and 0.03. Finally, the
imputed matrices were submitted to the significance test.
3.7 Some difficulties
It is clear that a task like the present one is fraught with difficulties.
Although we cannot devote too much space here to discussing all the obsta-
cles we have encountered, it is worth mentioning that cross-linguistic com-
parability of the verb meanings under examination is one of the most
important issues in this undertaking (see Haspelmath 2010; for a general
discussion and Haspelmath and Hartmann 2015; for the solutions adopted
in the ValPaL project). Another problem, which was already mentioned,
relates to the making of the database, including data elicitation. Finally, as
reflected in the previous subsection, the statistical test becomes somewhat
idiosyncratic in the situation where there are missing data. Nevertheless, we
believe that the decisions adopted in this paper, all of them based on the
typological literature on the topic and particularly on the ValPaL project,
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represent reasonable solutions to the various obstacles mentioned. See more
discussion on these issues in Section 5.
4 Results
4.1 Results of Guttman scaling and significance testing
Each of the four data matrices was turned into a scalogram and rankings were
obtained as described in Section 3.6 above. These rankings are provided in (10–
13). A greater-than sign separates each rank. Ties (verb meanings having the
same rank) are separated by commas and are given in random order.
(10) Guttman scale for 1–2 (transitive coding)
BREAK, CUT, EAT, KILL > FRIGHTEN >BEAT, HIT, WASH >GRIND, SEE > COOK,
HUG >KNOW>PEEL, TOUCH, SMELL > SEARCH FOR, HEAR>BUILD, COVER,
DIG, FOLLOW, LIKE > SHAVE, HELP > FILL, LOOK AT >MEET, FEAR > DRESS >
LEAVE > SHOUT AT > THINK > CLIMB >GO > SIT DOWN, SIT, LIVE
(11) Guttman scale for 1–3 (oblique-object coding)
SHOUT AT > FOLLOW, HELP > LOOK AT >GO > FEAR, CLIMB, SIT DOWN, LIVE,
HUG > LIKE, LEAVE, HEAR, SIT, TOUCH >THINK, SEARCH FOR, EAT, MEET,
KNOW, DRESS, SHAVE, SMELL, WASH, BEAT, BREAK, BUILD, COOK, COVER,
CUT, DIG, FILL, FRIGHTEN, GRIND, HIT, KILL, PEEL, SEE
(12) Guttman scale for 1–3LOC (locative-object coding)
SIT, LIVE > SIT DOWN>GO > LEAVE >CLIMB > THINK > FEAR, SMELL >DIG, FILL,
SHOUT AT, HEAR, SEARCH FOR >MEET, LIKE, SHAVE, FOLLOW, EAT, BEAT,
BREAK, BUILD, COOK, COVER, CUT, DRESS, FRIGHTEN, GRIND, HELP, HIT,
HUG, KILL, KNOW, LOOK AT, PEEL, SEE, TOUCH, WASH
(13) Guttman scale for 3–1 (inverted coding)
LIKE >HEAR > SEE > KNOW>MEET, FEAR, LOOK AT > BEAT, BREAK, BUILD,
CLIMB, COOK, COVER, CUT, DIG, DRESS, EAT, FILL, FOLLOW, FRIGHTEN, GO,
GRIND, HELP, HIT, HUG, KILL, LEAVE, LIVE, PEEL, SEARCH FOR, SHAVE,
SHOUT AT, SIT, SIT DOWN, SMELL, THINK, TOUCH, WASH
The results of applying the statistical methodology explained in Section 3.6 to
the hierarchies obtained through Guttman scaling are displayed in (14).
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(14) Guttman Coefficients and significance tests of the hierarchies in (10) to (13).
GC is the Guttman Coefficient of each of the original matrices, GC(imp) that
of imputed matrices, and p(imp) the p-value of GC(imp). The proportion of
empty cells is in all cases 9.8%.16
The Guttman Coefficient (GC) values in (14) are high, always close to or above 95 for
the four hierarchies. This says something about the strength of the hierarchies
interpreted as implicational ones – conventionally, GC= 85 is considered the cut-
off for what can reasonably be considered a candidate for an implicational hierarchy.
Nevertheless, one should be cautious in interpreting the numbers. As observed by
Wichmann (2015: 159), “the more skewedness there is in the proportion between 1’s
and 0’s –whether one or the other dominates – the easier it is to get high GC values.”
Ignoring empty cells, the percentage of 1’s and 0’s is, respectively, 72.1% vs 27.9% for
1–2; 7.0% vs 93.0% for 1–3; 12.4% vs 87.6% for 1–3LOC; and 1.3% vs 98.7% for 3–1.
The high GC’s, then, cannot be taken as conclusively supporting a hierarchy as being
implicational – here it ismore interesting to look at the results of the significance test.
Values of p(imp) below 0.05 indicate that the GC’s are not likely to have been
gotten by chance. There is support here for 1–2, 1–3, and 1–3LOC codings, but not
for 3–1 codings. The lack of support for 3–1 is not surprising given that this is a
rare coding frame. Ignoring this last type of coding, there is good support for the
hypothesis that there are implicational hierarchies of verb meanings across lan-
guages. On the other hand, Guttman scaling did not lead to very resolved
hierarchies. All four of them have few ranks and many ties. Moreover, creating
hierarchies based on this technique gets somewhat convoluted and potentially
controversial when there are missing data-points. For these reasons we leave
Guttman scaling behind and move on to formulate hierarchies based on slightly
different principles leading to more resolution and better transparency.
Coding GC GC(imp) p(imp)
– (transitive) . . .
– (oblique-object) . . .
–LOC (locative-object) . . .
– (inverted) . . .
16 The percentage of empty cells (9.8%), for which no data are available, refers to the case
where three-place instances of verbs are discarded (N/A) unless one participant is clearly
optional (see Sections 3.3 and 4.2).
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4.2 Results regarding the transitivity hierarchy of two-place
verb meanings
Considering also the data on the 38 selected verb meanings in the database that
typically are two-place verbs and focusing on transitive coding as in (10) above,
we now construct a slightly different hierarchy based on simple counts of
instances rather than through the Guttman scaling procedure. In this way we
arrive at the hierarchy in (15), which is ordered from the verb meaning that has
the highest percentage of transitive coding frames in our 36 languages (out of
the total of basic two-place coding frames for that verb meaning) to the one that
has the lowest percentage.
We encountered several issues when producing this hierarchy. One of our
major concerns when calculating the ranking was how to deal with three-place
verbs. In principle, our criterion was to include three-place instances of verbs
only when the third participant is optional, so that the two mandatory partici-
pants can be said to constitute the basic bivalent (two-place) frame. (Trivalent
verbs, therefore, were excluded). Yet it was not always easy to tell from the
ValPal data when this stipulation is met. For this reason we have calculated two
rankings: one disregarding three-place instances of verbs (unless one participant
is clearly optional), and the other taking them into account. As can be observed
from the data, if three-place verbs are discarded, a number of verb meanings
(i.e. BEAT, COVER, HIT, and PEEL) get a 100% transitive coding, which they would
otherwise not have. In addition, there are six more verb meanings for which we
have not been able to find any non-transitive basic coding frame. Thus, we have
a total of ten 100% transitive-coding verbs (when three-place verbs are
removed). In order to also rank these, we have considered (and given in
parentheses) the absolute number of transitive coding among the 36 languages
under discussion.17
Another difficulty when dealing with the data may be illustrated with the
verb-meaning EAT. This verb meaning shows transitive coding (1–2) for all the 36
languages in the database. However, in a few instances in the database, there
are particular verb meanings that have more than one type of basic coding frame
17 Therefore, whenmore than one figure is given, a) the first onemakes reference to the percentage
of transitive coding (NOM-ACC, etc.) of a given verb meaning out of the total of basic two-place
coding frames for that verb meaning; b) the figure in parentheses gives the absolute number of two-
place transitive coding frames that a given verb meaning has in the 36 languages under considera-
tion; and c) the last figure, when different from the first, provides the percentage of transitive coding
of a given verb meaning out of the total of basic coding-frames (two- or three-place) for that verb
meaning. (This last value, incidentally, is the hardest to determine).
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in a given language. This happens twice with the verb-meaning EAT. In
Jaminjung (northern Australia), there are two predicates for EAT: one is simplex
(ganimindany), the other is complex (thawaya gagba). The first one has transitive
coding (ERG-ABS), while the second one has ABS-ABS coding. In Sliammon
(Salish, Pacific North America) there are also two verbs for EAT. The former
(məkʷ-t) shows transitive coding (subject and object agreement on the verb); the
latter (ʔiɬtən) has 1–3 coding (subject agreement and an oblique NP for the ‘eaten
food’ micro-role). Therefore, in order to calculate the transitivity ranking in these
cases, we had to make additional decisions. We proceeded as follows: we
counted a total of 38 instances of verbs for EAT (36 + 2) and then divided the
36 transitive codings by the total of 38 instances. This produced a transitivity
ranking of 0.947 for EAT.
For the purpose of the scalogram-derived hierarchies above a given verb
meaning for a given coding frame will either score a 1 or a 0. If there is at least
one synonym which scores a 1 in all languages, as in the case of EAT, the verb
meaning will rank on the top of the hierarchy. For this reason some verb
meanings may appear higher up in the Guttman scales in (10–13) than in the
more fine-grained hierarchies in (15–18). Conversely, some verb meaning may
appear lower in the Guttman scales. This happens when there is missing data
which, as mentioned earlier (Section 3.6), are counted as absences of positive
scores. For instance, for the 1–2 coding scheme data are missing from one
language for FRIGHTEN, from three languages for GRIND, and from eight lan-
guages for BUILD. Therefore FRIGHTEN, GRIND, and BUILD are on successively
lower levels of the Guttman scale in (10) although they are all indicated as
having 100% transitive encoding in (15). A less simplistic approach to the
handling of missing data for the purpose of Guttman scaling could have been
applied, but since we have the alternative ranking represented by (15–18) we did
not go beyond the simplistic version of Guttman scaling.
(15) ValPaL two-place verb meanings ranked for transitive coding (1–2)
1. BREAK 1.00 (36) 20. KNOW .886 (31)
2. CUT 1.00 (36) 21. SMELL .882 (30)
3. KILL 1.00 (36) 22. SEARCH FOR .882 (30)
4. FRIGHTEN 1.00 (35) 23. TOUCH .833 (30)
5. HIT 1.00 (34) / .971 24. HEAR .806 (29)
6. BEAT 1.00 (34) / .944 25. MEET .781 (25)
7. GRIND 1.00 (33) 26. HELP .757 (28)
8. PEEL 1.00 (31) / .886 27. FOLLOW .744 (29)
9. BUILD 1.00 (28) 28. LIKE .725 (29)
10. COVER 1.00 (28) / .875 29. LOOK AT .722 (26)
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11. WASH .972 (35) 30. FEAR .605 (23)
12. COOK .970 (32) 31. THINK .529 (18)
13. FILL .964 (27) / .917 32. LEAVE .514 (19)
14. SHAVE .964 (27) 33. SHOUT AT .500 (16)
15. EAT .947 (36) 34. CLIMB .500 (19)
16. DRESS .940 (19) / .788 35. GO .065 (2)
17. DIG .935 (29) 36. SIT DOWN .036 (1)
18. SEE .917 (33) 37. SIT .032 (1)
19. HUG .914 (32) 38. LIVE .031 (1)
4.2.1 A comparison with Haspelmath’s (2015) results
The results regarding what may be considered our transitivity hierarchy of two-
place verb meanings in (15), which obviously is ranked similarly to the Guttman
scale we obtained in (10), are comparable to those obtained in Haspelmath
(2015: 143). This is certainly expected, since Haspelmath’s data and ours are
taken from the same source: the ValPaL database. However, some differences
may also be anticipated, since Haspelmath’s goal is to determine the ranking of
transitivity vs. intransitivity of the verb meanings at issue, whereas ours is to
establish the ranking of two-place verb meanings regarding their coding as
transitive vs. other two-place types of coding. In other words, Haspelmath builds
his ranking on the percentage of transitively encoded verbs among all counter-
part verbs, whereas we calculate our percentages (mostly) for two-place basic
uses of verbs.18 All in all, however, the two hierarchies are quite similar.
The hierarchy seems to divide into segments, each of which could be singled
out for further study. There seems to be a top segment containing the meanings
BREAK, CUT, KILL, FRIGHTEN, HIT, BEAT, GRIND, PEEL, BUILD, COVER, WASH,
COOK, FILL, SHAVE, EAT, DRESS, DIG; a middle area would include SEE, HUG,
KNOW, SMELL, SEARCH FOR, TOUCH, HEAR, MEET, HELP, FOLLOW, LIKE, LOOK AT,
FEAR; finally it appears that there is a bottom region, divided in turn into two
subparts: first THINK, LEAVE, SHOUT AT, CLIMB, and finally GO, SIT DOWN, SIT,
and LIVE. Certainly, the most appealing segment to study further, but probably
also the most challenging, would be the one in the middle region.
18 It is perhaps worth stressing that this technical difference was not expected to bring about
any substantial disparity with Haspelmath’s results. As explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we
chose as our goal in this paper to examine only two-participant verb meanings.
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4.3 Results regarding non-transitive coding of two-place verb
meanings
The hierarchy in (15) provides a ranking of the ValPaL two-place verb meanings
based on the percentage of transitive coding (NOM-ACC, ERG-ABS) in their basic
form. Thus, for the verb meanings at the top of the hierarchy (BREAK, for
instance) all or most of their basic coding frames are transitive, and this
percentage diminishes as we go down the hierarchy. However, (15) does not
say anything about the non-transitive basic coding frames that each of the verb
meanings may take across languages.
The hierarchies in (16–18) show the ranking of the two-place verb meanings
in the database based on the percentage of instances where they enter into,
respectively, the oblique-object frame (16), the locative-object frame (17) and the
inverted frame (18).
(16) ValPaL two-place verb meanings ranked for oblique-object coding (1–3)
1. SHOUT AT .483 20. DRESS .050
2. FOLLOW .257 21. SHAVE .037
3. LOOK AT .250 22. SMELL .031
4. HELP .229 23. EAT .028
5. GO .193 24. WASH .028
6. FEAR .156 25. BEAT 0
7. THINK .121 26. BREAK 0
8. SEARCH FOR .118 27. BUILD 0
9. CLIMB .114 28. COOK 0
10. TOUCH .111 29. COVER 0
11. LIKE .111 30. CUT 0
12. SIT DOWN .107 30. DIG 0
13. LIVE .094 31. FILL 0
14. LEAVE .091 32. FRIGHTEN 0
15. HEAR .088 33. GRIND 0
16. HUG .086 34. HIT 0
17. MEET .065 36. KILL 0
18. SIT .065 37. PEEL 0
19. KNOW .057 38. SEE 0
(17) ValPaL two-place verb meanings ranked for locative-object coding (1–3LOC)
1. SIT .903 20. BEAT 0
2. LIVE .875 21. BREAK 0
3. SIT DOWN .857 22. BUILD 0
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4. GO .742 23. COOK 0
5. LEAVE .455 24. COVER 0
6. CLIMB .429 25. CUT 0
7. THINK .333 26. DRESS 0
8. FEAR .219 27. FRIGHTEN 0
9. MEET .129 28. GRIND 0
10. SMELL .094 29. HELP 0
11. DIG .065 30. HIT 0
12. LIKE .056 31. HUG 0
13. SHAVE .037 32. KILL 0
14. FILL .036 33. KNOW 0
15. SHOUT AT .034 34. LOOK AT 0
16. HEAR .029 35. PEEL 0
17. SEARCH FOR .029 36. SEE 0
18. FOLLOW .029 37. TOUCH 0
19. EAT .028 38. WASH 0
The hierarchy in (16) ranks the verb meanings in the ValPaL database accord-
ing to how often they are coded in an oblique-object frame in their basic form.
The hierarchy in (17), in turn, ranks verb meanings according to how often they
appear in the locative-object frame. As expected, both hierarchies have some
similarities and both show some degree of inverse relationship with the hier-
archy in (15). There are, however, also clear differences between (16) and (17).
The top-most verb meanings in (16) are SHOUT AT, FOLLOW, LOOK AT, and
HELP, which are not ranked particularly high in (17). The same may hold for
the verb meanings SEARCH FOR and TOUCH. Conversely, the highest ranked
verb meanings in (17), SIT, LIVE, and SIT DOWN, give verbs that usually select a
static locative argument, but in specific languages may take a general oblique
constituent, and are thus quite highly ranked in the hierarchy of (16) too. A
similar picture obtains for verb meanings such as GO, LEAVE, and CLIMB.
Furthermore, an important conclusion that may be drawn from (16), apart
from the top ranking of verb meanings such as the aforementioned SHOUT
AT, FOLLOW, LOOK AT, HELP, and SEARCH FOR, is the fact that almost half of the
38 two-place verb meanings in the selected database do not have any oblique-
object basic coding in the 36 languages at issue. This is still clearer in the
hierarchy of (17): only half of the verbs in the list have some locative-object
basic coding.
Finally, the ranking of the two-place verb meanings in the database accord-
ing to an inverted coding is given in the hierarchy of (18). This last hierarchy is
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even more restricted than the previous two. As a matter of fact, only seven verbs
in the database have some inverted basic coding for any of the 36 languages
under consideration.
(18) ValPaL two-place verb meanings ranked for inverted coding (3–1)
1. LIKE .167 20. FRIGHTEN 0
2. HEAR .118 21. GO 0
3. SEE .088 22. GRIND 0
4. KNOW .057 23. HELP 0
5. MEET .032 24. HIT 0
6. FEAR .031 25. HUG 0
7. LOOK AT .028 26. KILL 0
8. BEAT 0 27. LEAVE 0
9. BREAK 0 28. LIVE 0
10. BUILD 0 29. PEEL 0
11. CLIMB 0 30. SEARCH FOR 0
12. COOK 0 31. SHAVE 0
13. COVER 0 32. SHOUT AT 0
14. CUT 0 33. SIT 0
15. DIG 0 34. SIT DOWN 0
16. DRESS 0 35. SMELL 0
17. EAT 0 36. THINK 0
18. FILL 0 37. TOUCH 0
19. FOLLOW 0 38. WASH 0
As can be observed from (18), the top-ranked verb meanings in the database
according to an inverted basic coding are LIKE, HEAR, SEE, and KNOW. And only
MEET, FEAR, and LOOK AT show any other inverted basic coding frame. Moreover,
the percentages of inverted basic coding among all the 36 languages studied are
low even for the highest ranked verbs (LIKE, HEAR, or SEE).
A first conclusion that may be drawn at this point is that, among the most
typical two-place verb meanings, transitive basic coding (NOM-ACC, ERG-ABS) is
by far the most widely used across languages and across verb meanings. As
Haspelmath (2015: 139) puts it, “the prominence of transitivity does seem to be a
robust language universal”. Only seven verb meanings in the ValPaL dataset
(and only nine of the languages) show any basic inverted coding. Similar
observations can be made for the basic oblique-object coding.19
19 A larger database with more verb meanings would probably be needed to encounter more
cases that typically have 1–3 and 3–1 codings, with all the effort and time this would entail. The
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4.4 Results regarding semantic verb classes
The two main proposals for verbal hierarchies in the typological literature (Tsunoda
1985; Malchukov 2005) are designed on the basis of semantic verb classes: see (1)
and (3) above (cf. also Levin [2015: 1605–1607], for what she calls “the appeal of verb
classes”). As mentioned earlier (cf. Sections 2.3 and 3.1), Haspelmath (2015) already
checked Tsunoda’s (1985) and Malchukov’s (2005) verb classes against the ValPaL
data. Actually, Haspelmath (2015: 142–144) only discusses the verbmeanings BREAK,
HIT, SEE, LOOK AT, SEARCH, KNOW, and LIKE, one for each of the first seven semantic
classes in Tsunoda’s proposal (see (2) above). However, there are more verb mean-
ings in the ValPaL database that can be tested for their possible grouping into
semantic classes. Specifically, the following verb meanings in Tsunoda’s classifica-
tion (grouped and ranked by semantic classes) appear in the ValPaL dataset:
(19) Tsunoda’s verb meanings in ValPal (Tsunoda 2015: 1576)
1A (resultative direct effect): KILL, BREAK
1B (non-resultative direct effect): HIT
2A (attained perception): SEE, HEAR
2B (less attained perception): LOOK AT
3 (pursuit): SEARCH
4 (knowledge): KNOW
5 (feeling): LIKE, FEAR
6, 7: –
As for Malchukov’s (2005) proposal, although he does not give a list of specific
verb meanings for each of his semantic classes, the following would be the ones
appearing in the ValPaL dataset:
(20) Malchukov’s verb meanings in ValPal (Malchukov 2005: 81)
a) First sub-hierarchy:
1A (effective action): BREAK
2A (contact): HIT, TOUCH
3A (pursuit): SEARCH FOR, FOLLOW
4A (motion): GO
following verb meanings, among others, could show 1–3 coding: ASSIST, ATTACK, CALL, GRAB,
HOLD ON TO, LISTEN TO, LOOK FOR, SHOOT AT, WAIT FOR, WAVE AT (Cooreman 1994: 60; Lazard
1998: 146). The following could have 3–1 coding: BECOME AFRAID OF, BECOME ANGRY ABOUT/
WITH, BECOME GLAD ABOUT, BECOME SURPRISED BY, FORGET, LACK, LOSE, REMEMBER (Bossong
1998: 261).
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b) Second sub-hierachy:
1B (effective action): BREAK
2B (perception / cognition): SEE, HEAR / KNOW
3B (emotion): LIKE, FEAR
4B (sensation): (BE HUNGRY, FEEL COLD)
Now, when we have more than one verb meaning in our database which,
according to Tsunoda or Malchukov, would fall into the same class, we do not
always get similar results. Thus, while BEAT and HIT, presumably both impact
verbs (Tsunoda 1985; includes them among “non-resultative effect” verbs; and
Malchukov 2005; among contact verbs) get very similar rankings in all four
hierarchies and particularly in (15), pursuit verbs such as SEARCH FOR and
FOLLOW are located rather distantly in this hierarchy (0.882 and 0.744, respec-
tively). The same holds for the case of perception verbs such as SEE (0.917) and
HEAR (0.806), or for emotion verbs such as LIKE (0.725) and FEAR (0.605).
All in all, regardless of the number of verb meanings considered, our results
concerning Tsunoda’s and Malchukov’s semantic verb classes and their testing
against the ValPaL data are very similar to Haspelmath’s (2015) conclusions that
“there is a broad match” between Tsunoda’s hierarchy and the ValPaL data, but
that “the position of LOOK (AT) is the most striking discrepancy” (Haspelmath
2015: 142). In addition, as also pointed out by Haspelmath (2015: 142) on the
basis of his selected seven verb meanings, our results do not easily accommo-
date Tsunoda’s verb classes either. Wichmann (2016) similarly found that a
hierarchy based on ValPaL data for alternations did not show segments corre-
sponding to easily defined semantic classes and warned that “one should avoid
defining large groups such as ‘effective action’ or ‘perception’ a priori”
(Wichmann 2016: 426).
As regards Malchukov’s (2015) verb classes, on the whole, his proposal of a
two-dimensional scale does fit better with our ranking in (15) than Tsunoda’s
unidimensional hierarchy. Thus, the difficulty with the relative ranking of the
verbs SEARCH FOR and KNOW is solved in the two-dimensional scale, since each
of these verbs now belongs to an independent dimension. This solution is,
moreover, intuitively sound on semantic grounds, because it does appear that
the verb meanings in (20a) vary along a dimension of patienthood or affected-
ness20 of proto-patients, while those in (20b), experiential verbs, vary along a
dimension of agentivity of proto-agents (Malchukov 2005: 80–81).
20 “Affectedness” is a term which is not easy to define and may even be controversial. We
mean to use it here in the most neutral way. For recent discussion on the concept of affected-
ness, see Næss (2004), Kittilä (2008), Beavers (2011), and Croft (2012).
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Nevertheless, Malchukov’s verb classes are not without problems either, as
Malchukov himself points out. For instance, regarding the first sub-hierarchy,
the verbs HIT and TOUCH would, according to Malchukov (2005: 83), belong in
the semantic class of contact verbs, which would be ranked higher than
pursuit verbs (SEARCH FOR, FOLLOW). In our ValPaL ranking of (15), however,
TOUCH is placed below SEARCH FOR (and above FOLLOW). Additionally,
concerning the second sub-hierarchy, the verb HEAR is ranked lower than
KNOW, while Malchukov (2005: 111) argues that “cognition verbs are intermedi-
ate between the perception and emotion verbs”; although it is also true
that Malchukov (2005: 81) groups perception and cognition verbs in the same
class.
For these and other reasons, Malchukov (2005: 111–113) puts forward a
further “comprehensive semantic map for transitive splits”; i.e. a new proposal
of verb classes now based on the concept of two-dimensional semantic map
(cf. Haspelmath 2003). Even with this new proposal, however, Malchukov
acknowledges that “the map is still incomplete in that further semantic types
can be introduced” (2005: 112). Indeed, the general impression is that the more
verb meanings one takes into account the more difficult it becomes to come up
with a comprehensive classification of verb classes which would fit the ranking
arrived at.
Finally, there is one last issue which seems to be important concerning
Malchukov’s hypothesis of a two-dimensional scale. If a clear-cut division
between the two dimensions put forward by Malchukov occurs, one can expect
to find across languages that the verbs pertaining to each of the sub-hierarchies
have, apart from the canonical transitive coding, a major type of coding of their
own. That is, whenever the verbs in the first sub-hierarchy (varying along a
dimension of patienthood or affectedness of proto-patients) depart from the
canonical transitive coding, they would tend to take a coding frame different
from the verbs in the second sub-hierarchy (varying along a dimension of
agentivity of proto-agents). This prediction is, at least in part, confirmed by
the data.
The hierarchy in (16), which ranks oblique-object coding, shows that, as
predicted, the great majority of verbs at the top of the ranking arguably belong
to Malchukov’s sub-hierarchy along affectedness of proto-patients: SHOUT AT,
FOLLOW, LOOK AT, HELP, GO, SEARCH FOR, CLIMB, TOUCH. Conversely, if we
examine the hierarchy in (18), which ranks inverted coding, practically all of
the top verbs in this ranking, again as expected, pertain to the sub-hierarchy
along agentivity of proto-agents: LIKE, HEAR, SEE, KNOW, FEAR. These data,
therefore, constitute important evidence in favor of a two-dimensional scale of
two-place verb meanings.
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There is, however, one proviso that needs to be pointed out. There are some
verbs that clearly belong to the sub-hierarchy along agentivity of proto-agents
which still are quite highly ranked in the hierarchy in (16): emotion verbs such
as FEAR and LIKE are the best examples, but even HEAR could be mentioned. In
contrast, practically no verb belonging to the sub-hierarchy along affectedness
of proto-patients appears well ranked in the hierarchy in (18). As a matter of fact,
most of the typical verbs here (FOLLOW, HELP, SEARCH FOR, TOUCH) do not have
any instance of inverted coding in the database. Only LOOK AT can be taken as
exceptional in a few instances; yet, this could be due to its semantic relationship
with SEE.
In sum, the data substantiate the hypothesis of a two-dimensional scale of
transitivity, with one sub-hierarchy for variation along affectedness of proto-
patients and another sub-hierarchy for variation along agentivity of proto-agents
(i.e. experiential verbs). While the great majority of verbs belonging to the sub-
hierarchy of affectedness show the oblique-object frame as their main non-
canonical coding, experiential verbs (belonging to the sub-hierarchy of agentiv-
ity) can take an inverted coding but also an oblique-object coding, besides the
canonical transitive coding frame.21
5 Conclusions
In the previous sections we investigated the possibility of establishing a transi-
tivity hierarchy of two-participant verb meanings on the basis of the ValPaL
data. We now turn to a discussion of how those results should be interpreted. In
general, the results do not stray too far from proposals concerning transitivity
hierarchies in the literature, but there are various amendments to be made.
The established proposals in the typological literature on the topic are that
(a) there are verb hierarchies that are implicational in nature; (b) these hierar-
chies are arranged in semantic verb classes; (c) regarding specifically the tran-
sitive hierarchy, there seem to be two main sub-hierarchies that need to be
distinguished: one along affectedness of proto-patients, the other along agen-
tivity of proto-agents.
21 As noted by an anonymous reviewer, this asymmetry seems to stem from the very semantic
rationale behind the two sub-hierarchies. This is so because, typically, verb meanings with low
agentivity (LIKE, HEAR, SEE, KNOW, FEAR) simultaneously imply weakly affected objects. Yet, the
opposite does not always hold.
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All of these statements ought to be constrained, refined, and properly
interpreted, as detailed in the following points.
1. Three of the four hierarchies, importantly including the basic transitive
coding-class, passed the test for one-dimensionality. Thus, it seems that
coding classes generally induce implicational scales among verb meanings.
In contrast, Wichmann (2015), and Wichmann (2016) found more limited
support for implicational hierarchies with respect to the selection of different
alternations.
2. The transitivity hierarchy of two-place verb meanings arrived at in this paper
to some extent resembles the main proposals in the literature (Tsunoda
1985; Malchukov 2005). However, there are also differences, especially con-
cerning the middle part of the hierarchy, which incidentally is the most
interesting to examine.
3. Although an implicational transitivity hierarchy can be supported, there
would be numerous and serious uncertainties regarding the organization
of the hierarchy into semantic verb classes. Malchukov’s proposal of a two-
dimensional scale is better suited than Tsunoda’s hierarchy to account for
the types of non-transitive coding which two-place verbs may take down the
scale(s). Yet, even Malchukov’s two hierarchies show a fair number of
problems when it comes to accommodating semantic verb classes.
4. Malchukov’s two-dimensional scale appears as a sound hypothesis and is
consistent with the data; however, as we have seen above, not all the verbs
in the sub-hierarchy along agentivity of proto-agents (experiential verbs)
take the inverted pattern as the only non-canonical coding frame in all
languages (cf. Bossong 1998). Some languages may use an oblique-object
frame here too, even if the latter may seem more suited for the sub-hierarchy
along affectedness of proto-patients. Therefore, it is not as easy to make
predictions based on this sub-hierarchy as a totally independent two-dimen-
sional scale would suggest.
5. Concerning the new hierarchies for intransitive rankings the most important
findings are as follows. The verb meanings most often coded for oblique-
object (1–3) are: SHOUT AT > FOLLOW>LOOK AT >HELP (for the full hierarchy
see 16). These are verb meanings involving a weakly affected proto-patient.
Although there is a tendency for them to take oblique-objects they can have
transitive coding as well. The following verb meanings tend to have locative-
object coding (1–3LOC): SIT > LIVE > SIT DOWN>GO > LEAVE >CLIMB (for the full
hierarchy see 17). Verbs corresponding to these meanings are intransitive in
most languages; nevertheless, they are typically two-place verbs. The fol-
lowing verb meanings have a tendency to take inverted coding (3–1):
LIKE >HEAR > SEE >KNOW>FEAR (for the full hierarchy see 18, but note that
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it should be taken with a grain of salt since the implicational nature could
not be confirmed statistically). Verbs taking inverted coding are mostly
experiential and involve a proto-agent having low agentivity. In most lan-
guages, however, they take transitive coding (1–2).
6. Much research is still needed on verb classes and semantic maps in order to
disentangle these and other related issues. It could be the case, for instance,
that more factors might intervene between verb classes as a whole and their
transitivity ranking. Malchukov (2015: 87–89) mentions a number of other
putative factors, but there might be even more variables involved: e.g.
prototypicality of verb meanings within each semantic class, frequency of
each verb, tense-aspect semantics, etc. One should not forget, however, that
with every added parameter an explanatory model loses some of its power
in the sense that it becomes easier to fit the model to any kind of situation.
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